AGJR 203 Summer Independent Study Course
Major Assignment 4

Key milestones:
Topic due to lab instructor: Friday 8/1 by 5 p.m.
Assignment Due: Monday 8/11, by 5 p.m., in Scoates 112 or via email.
NOTE: You may not use a late ticket on this assignment.

Write one story on a topic of your choice (with instructor approval) that includes material (quotes or background information) from at least three sources. Two of the sources must be individuals; the third may be printed material, information (good information) from the Internet or another source.

One story will be written for a print media outlet – either the Battalion or the Eagle (specify in the header of your paper). The story should be approximately 2.5 pages double spaced (that’s about 500 words). This story should include direct quotes from the two “people” sources. The third, paper source, may be quoted in the story, or may be used as background information only. Use appropriate news format and Associated Press style.

Turn in a “Source Sheet” with your stories that provides sufficient information for your instructor to locate and/or contact the sources you use.